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Microsoft Tackles Lack Of Diversity Among Law Firm Leaders 

By Melissa Maleske 

Law360, Chicago (August 4, 2015, 6:25 PM ET) -- Call it Diversity 2.0. Seven years after Microsoft Corp. 
launched its incentives-based program to reward law firms for employing and deploying diverse lawyers, 
the company has given it an update aimed at bolstering partner and executive diversity and encouraging 
firm leadership to set the tone. 
 
Since 2008, Microsoft has awarded its law firms cash bonuses for hitting predetermined diversity 
targets. The company says the incentives have led to success, with the percentage of diverse-attorney 
hours on Microsoft matters increasing to 48.2 percent from 33.6 percent since the program’s inception. 
However, industry numbers reflect a relative lack of diversity among law firm leadership.  
 
Microsoft announced Tuesday that it has revamped the program to offer bonuses based on diversity 
among law firm management committee, partner and Microsoft relationship partner ranks, as well as on 
year-over-year growth of diverse partners and diverse partner hours managing Microsoft matters. It’s 
also tweaking the way bonuses are allotted: Instead of an all-or-nothing approach, under which firms 
aimed for a bonus of 2 percent of their annual billings, law firms can now earn bonuses incrementally. 
 
“We felt this would be a way for the most senior leaders of law firms and law departments to exercise 
tone at the top on diversity, not only with words but with actions,” says Mary Snapp, Microsoft’s deputy 
general counsel and executive sponsor of the legal and corporate affairs diversity and inclusion team. 
“This has been a natural evolution of a very successful program, yet one that I think takes a big, 
significant next step.” 
 
Microsoft’s hope is that the original version of its law firm diversity program will continue to bear fruit 
and that the new approach will have a direct impact on the profile of law firm leadership over the next 
three to five years. Snapp says they’ll track the results as necessary, just as they did with the previous 
program. 
 
The Microsoft legal department has always collaborated and communicated directly and openly with 
law firms about diversity expectations and incentives, but in the original program’s infancy, the 
conversations weren’t always easy. According to Snapp, some firms were skeptical about sharing their 
numbers and about Microsoft’s motives; some felt uncomfortable that the rewards were monetary. 
Over the years, however, the skepticism has fallen away, and while the program is voluntary, all of 
Microsoft’s firms have participated in it in recent years. 
 
They’ve also become more comfortable talking about diversity, which hits on Microsoft’s goals for both 
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the previous and new iteration of the program: to open a dialogue and then push it further. 
 
“It shows the evolution of some of this work,” Snapp says, “where we can talk in a really direct way 
about solving a problem that is complex.” 
 
In the spirit of collaboration, Microsoft reached out in person to all of its firms to discuss and gather 
feedback on the new approach and found enthusiasm. 
 
“Microsoft's law firm diversity program is a leading example of a legal department partnering with 
outside counsel to improve our profession,” Orrick Herrington & Sutcliffe LLP Chairman and CEO Mitch 
Zuklie said in a statement through Microsoft. “It is a testament to the principle that what we measure is 
— or becomes — what we value.” 
 
Microsoft sees program success not just in its firms’ diversity metrics but also in the results the company 
attributes in part to having lawyers with diverse perspectives and backgrounds. 
 
In a blog post published Tuesday, Microsoft General Counsel Brad Smith said the law firms participating 
in the diversity program have helped “support a broader array of global products” and have been 
“instrumental in our strengthening litigation track record.” In the past three years, he wrote, the 
company has won 89 cases and lost six. 
 
Having a legal profession more in line with the country’s demographics is critical, Snapp says, and having 
diverse lawyers can be a benefit in negotiations and in legal venues overseas and in other regions of the 
U.S. 
 
“We think our department is by far a better legal department as a result of having undertaken his 
program — that we get more lawyers with diverse perspectives and diverse backgrounds and we can 
better serve our own business,” Snapp says. 
 
To check its own progress, Microsoft turns the microscope on itself, too. In-house counsel also receive 
bonuses based on law firm and in-house diversity, and Smith’s announcement noted that the 
department has become more diverse since launching the program in 2008. Fifty-eight percent of the 
lawyers in the legal and corporate affairs group are women or minorities, and 41 percent of the 
department’s most senior positions are filled by women and minorities. 
 
Snapp encourages other legal departments and non-Microsoft firms to learn by doing and trying new 
things and welcomes them to borrow from Microsoft’s example. 
 
“We’re really open to the discussion and we’re open to sharing the results of the pilot program once we 
get down that path,” Snapp says. “We think having as much productive dialogue that we can about this 
is a really positive thing.” 
 
--Editing by Jeremy Barker and Patricia K. Cole.  
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